From the microscopic point of view almost all bonds between particles of condensed substances must be performed by exchanges of virtual photons.
INTRODUCTION
All common phenomenological theories of phase transitions and critical phenomena are formulated via the order parameters (recent reviews [1 -3] ). Therefore the simplest way for approach to a microscopic theory must imperatively include microscopic analysis and deduction of suitable parameters.
∆B(T )˜−
3)
The derivative of phase shift can be rewritten via energy and this expression can be evidently treated in temporal terms [16] . Hence the density of interacting particles is proportional to the duration of their interactions, averaged over the Boltzmann distribution, and it shows, that the temporal approach has deep roots and perspectives in statistical mechanics. The possibilities of S-matrix formulation of statistical mechanics [17] , where originated the expressions of (1.1) type, can be of great concern in such approach.
In the papers [18] are shown that both definitions (1.1) and (1.2) can be formally joined and combined as τ (ω, r) ≡ τ 1 + iτ 2 = (∂/i∂ω) ln S(ω, r). This expression is tantamount to the equation (∂/i∂ω) S(ω, r) = τ (ω, r) S(ω, r), (1.4) which determines temporal functions through the response functions or vice versa. Formally this expression is presented as the reciprocal form of Schrõdinger equation for Smatrix, rewritten via some Legendre-type transformation x µ ←→ p µ and with a "temporal"
operator τ (ω, r) instead the Hamiltonian. Note that a similar equation can be considered as some transformation of the Bloch equation with β ≡ 1/T → iω, i.e. leads to the immediate consideration of temporal functions in quantum statistics. In such equations response functions, matrix elements of processes or even density matrices can be considered instead of S.
The temporal equation (1.4) can be established, in particular, in the scope of the formal theory of scattering and temporal functions can be formally written as the propagators of particles [12, 18] , that allows to express thermodynamic potentials through the temporal functions (Section 2). This theorem for the grand potential shows that the density of interacting particles linearly depends on the time duration of interaction and therefore predetermines the dependence of the "volume of interaction" on temporal magnitudes. By this theorem, in particular, the relation of latent heat to temperature of transition can be estimated (the Appendix).
The volume of interactions of virtual photons with bound electrons can be introduced as the product of total cross-section and duration or path of completion of their interaction (Section 3). Their dependence on energy allows to express the volume of interaction and, consequently, the radius of interaction, i.e. the correlation radius R c , through the energy of transition, its temperature or other suitable parameters' "distance" till critical point.
Hence the universality of critical indices and conformance of their values with the known experimental data are shown in the Section 4.
In the Section 5 the some refinement of the Ginzburg-Landau theory of phase transition Notice that the first attempts in the suggested direction were undertaken in [20] at consideration of liberation of latent heat at phase transitions by its converting into characteristic radiation. These results were strengthened by another examinations [21] and by some supporting experiments [22] . To this direction can be referring also the microscopic description of optical dispersion via durations of elementary acts of electron-photon unbiased elastic scatterings [23] .
TEMPORAL FUNCTIONS AND THERMODYNAMIC POTEN-

TIALS
Let express thermodynamic potentials in terms of temporal functions.
We recall from nonrelativistic statistical mechanics (e.g. [14] ) that the grand potential Ω is given by
with the Hamiltonian H, β = 1/T and chemical potentials µ k .
For simplicity we assume that H = H 0 +V and express (2.1) via propagators of interacted and free particles (resolvents),
, as functions of complex energy E → E + iΓ, Γ ≥ 0 in passive media. With this aim we shall take into account the representation:
where the counterclockwise counter in first integral extends over the spectrum of H and the last expression contains the connected diagrams only.
The main factor of last expression can be written in the terms of S-matrix:
The comparison with (1.1) shows, that this expression is proportional to the time duration (delay) of scattering process. In a slightly another manner, as was found in [12, 18] , the complex time duration of interaction, i.e. the difference between durations of particles flight with and without interaction, can be expressed as
Hence the grand potential can be written as Let's consider such simple model for the first kind phase transitions [20] : system of different phases correspond to a system of levels, distances between them are of order of latent heat of transition per particle. So, for the system of two levels-phases E 0 = ω 0 , upper level has a width Γ. Such model suggests the temporal function for particles interaction:
It can be supposed several hypothetical forms of an width Γ, but for our consideration only the natural assumption Γ << ω 0 will be essential. (Notice, that this condition can be non-correct in the nearest vicinity of critical points!)
Similar forms of temporal functions can be connected with redistribution of internal energy between degrees of freedom and so on. Thereby unlike the first order transitions this energy is not emitted, but the expressions of (2.6) type will be assumed below for all considered types of transitions, without further discussions, as the simplest ones.
The expression (2.6) must be averaged over the Boltzmann distribution, the time interval of averaging ∆T = ( /E 1 ) contains a big, but non-concretized energy E 1 . It leads to such expression and its semi-regular expansion [24] :
For our aims the first terms of (2.7) are sufficient:
where ϕ(T ) = ∆T /T is a slow varying function of temperature. Moreover for all following consideration will be essential only such propositions:
Note that an estimation of τ 2 corresponds, in the according with (1.2), to the usual asymptotic representation of Green function in microscopic theories of phase transitions (e.g. of Green functions, and it leads to more complete expressions for temporal functions. In statistical physics the analogical role must be performed by the Landau-Pitaevskii identity [27] : 11) which is written in the covariant notation and where are omitted, for simplicity, the
and analogical definition for the vertex operator
which allows improving of temporal functions, etc. But for an estimation of critical indices, as the most demonstrative presentation of the theory, in this paper it would be sufficient to restrict the consideration by the simplest form (2.10).
SCATTERING AMPLITUDES AND VOLUMES OF CORRELA-TIONS
Let's discuss the peculiarities of (virtual) photons exchange that must predetermine the main properties of unbounded condensed media in the QED representation.
For this aim the comparison of two temporal magnitudes, the duration of formation of "physical" photons τ 2 and the time of their flight on distance of mean free path in a substance ℓ/c, is needed. In this case ℓ = 1/σ tot N, where σ tot (ω) is the total cross-section of e-γ interactions and N is the density of scatterers (outer electrons). Such description is consistent with the theory developed in [23] , where it is shown that propagation of photons in media can be considered as free flights with the vacuum speed c between delays on τ 1 at scatterers.
If for some frequencies τ 2 (ω) > ℓ(ω)/c, then it can be suggested that photons of corresponding frequencies, performing exchange bonds between particles of substance, are remained virtual. The zone of space extent of their virtuality corresponds to a near field of classical electrodynamics, i.e. is of order of cτ 2 . At the point of reversing of this inequality, as we assume, the bonds will be ruptured and phase transitions will be originated.
Such proposition, expressed as τ 2 ≥ ℓ/c, leads to the basic inequality, that can represent the definition of condensed substance as the state, in which constituents interact via exchange of virtual photons of definite frequencies:
The magnitude V c (ω) may be named "the effective volume of electromagnetic interactions on the frequency ω" or more shortly "the volume of interaction"; its inverse value 1/V c (ω)
represents the density of interacting particles in agreement with (2.4). This magnitude can be generalized by taken into account the space-time dependencies, anisotropy of states, polarization effects, external fields, etc. The corresponding frequency corresponds to the potential energy and must be connected with the latent heat, energy of atomization and so on. Notice, that at the low frequency limit cτ 2 ≈ c/ω , this value is twice bigger than the value of uncertainty and therefore is measurable. The non-dimensional magnitude X = N V c (ω) or its suitable degree would be considered as the order parameter. Some other descriptions of this main magnitude will be given below.
The proposition (3.1) leads to the introducing of effective radius of electromagnetic (EM)
correlations or the length of EM interactions on the frequency ω as
or nondimensional parameter
and conditions for the saturation of interactions of definite type on this frequency as
Note that this condition can be expressed via the plasma frequency ω P = (4πe 2 N/m) 1/2 , that allows several interpretations for long-range interactions.
The induction of external influence upon medium can be defined as
where χ(ω) is the generalized susceptibility of medium. Therefore the proposed conditions for phase transitions can be determined as singularities of χ(ω) and/or of R c (ω) at the definite frequencies.
In the general case of 3-D space interactions the total cross-section is expressed by the optical theorem of QED as
where A(0) is the amplitude of elastic scattering on the zero angle. For the processes of photons exchanging at low frequencies Im A(0) → r 0 = e 2 /mc 2 . It leads to the volume of EM correlations
and to the radius of such correlations:
Notice, that the volume of interaction can be determined also via the maximal crosssection σ max˜λ 2 and the minimal duration of final state formation τ min = r 0 /c, it leads to the same results. The strange, at the first sight, result: V γ˜k −2 and therefore V γ˜R 2 would be foreseen from the well-known dependence of the Fermi energy:
Another interpretation of the magnitude of interaction volume comes from the Fourier transform of expression (3.6):
i.e. it represents relation of the Coulomb energy to the rest mass of interacting particles and can be stated as the basic principle for all consequent consideration.
At r → a B , the Bohr radius, this expression leads to the doubled Rydberg constant.
For the usual distances of order R 0˜1 0 −8 cm between atoms/molecules in condensed state the estimation (3.7) leads to λ˜6.8 × 10 −6 cm, the reasonable order of magnitude for a long-range, at least, interatomic correlations.
Apart from this general bindings of atoms/molecules there must be considered additional interactions dictated by the specific parameters of substance constituents. It can be proposed that these interactions would lead to the specific volumes of interactions, providing the peculiarities of these substances. Let's briefly consider some of them.
At processes of virtual photons exchange between particles with magnetic moment µ or between spherical rotators with dipole moment d and moment of inertia I the corresponding amplitudes are:
In substances, where the electrons exchange forces must play the significant role, the corresponding matrix element is of order
and this can lead to long-distance correlations. But $A {\gamma }$ far exceeds these amplitudes, and since all these interactions do not exclude the direct virtual photons exchange, the effective radius for such properties of these substances as solidification or condensation remains equal to (3.7). It seems that all other interactions are related to the long-range correlations only and correspond, in essence, to the second order transitions.
The values of both temporal parameters must be measurable. For this aim can be considered the group index of refraction [23] expressed via the QED parameters of elastic e-γ scattering as
The "group" coefficient of extinction must be correspondingly expressed as
that coincides with V c N. And since these "group" indices are determined via the usual complex index of refraction as n gr + κ gr = (d/dω)[ω(n + iκ)] and κ = (c/2ω)γ, where γ(ω) is the linear coefficient of absorption, the volume of interaction is expressed via the measurable magnitudes:
Hence the introduced parameter can really map the peculiarities of interatomic bonds.
As must be specially underlined, just such singularities of (3.12) conforms to the residual rays (dielectric anomalies) at reflection on perfect crystal surfaces, which are experimentally known for a very long time and are empirically, without whatever theoretical justifications, connected to the latent heat of melting [28, 29] . The suggested approach leads to consideration of this effect as the direct corroboration of existence of resonant emission of latent heat at phase transitions.
RADII OF CORRELATIONS AND UNIVERSALITY OF CRITICAL INDICES
As the volumes of interaction are expressed via frequencies of interactions, they must be connected now with macroscopic parameters, at least closely to critical points.
The mole latent energy of phase transitions of the first kind Λ = T (S 2 − S 1 ), where S k is the entropy of k-th phase. If at approach to the critical temperature T c this difference smoothly aspires to zero, the latent energy per atom/molecule can be presented as
If at transition into a lower energy state the latent heat ω is liberated by emission of single quantum, the parity conservation law requires the changing of symmetry of transient particles. Therefore the transitions with emission of two photons should be the most preferable (notice that just the two-photon exchanges lead to the Van-der-Waals bonds [4] ).
If these two photons will be emitted as 1 S 0 system per each transient particle, it will be equivalent to emission of scalar boson, and just such possibility corresponds to condition for spontaneous breaking of symmetry (the Goldstone theorem, e.g. [30] ), needed at crystallization or other transitions into lower symmetry states.
Let's suppose, for simplicity, that this energy is distributed between n bonding quanta of equal frequencies in (3.6): ω → W/n. It leads to the volume of interaction:
with V ′ ≈ const, and to the radius of virtual photon's correlations:
For the phase transitions of second kind the thermal energy of single particle at close range to the critical temperature is determined as
i.e. with the similar functional form of radius of correlations at W → n ω.
Analogical forms may be determined for other types of interactions: for the electrical and magnetic dipole interactions, correspondingly, ω → dE or µH, etc. It naturally leads to the similar radii of correlations:
and analogical for higher moments.
The electron exchanging, connected with (3.11), leads to the correlation radius:
Hence, in all these cases the critical index of correlations is of the universal type with η or R c as
where ǫ˜{|T c − T |, |dE|, |µH|, T, . . .} for different types of critical phenomena. In the scope of proposed theory this conclusion supports the hypothesis of transitions similarity,
i.e. the universality of critical behavior.
The dependence (4.6) predetermines estimations of other critical indices. Thus, by the Ornstein-Zernike pair correlation function in the unit volume, represented as
the averaged square of fluctuations of the order parameter is expressed as
It means that the critical behavior of susceptibilities is universally determined as
Just this index determines, for example, the critical behavior of isothermal compressibility, the intensity of scattering at the phenomenon of critical opalescence:
with the transfer moment q → 0 and so on.
Notice, that the analogical phenomena of critical opalescence should be observable also at H → 0 or E → 0 in transparent ferromagnetics, ferroelectrics and liquid crystals.
The definition of volume of interaction allows the assessing of some other physical quantities. So, for example, the maximal temperature for possibility of existence of chemical bonds can be estimated. Let's define for this aim the e-e interaction volume (3.11) averaged over the Maxwell distribution: such averaging implies the substitution ( /p) → /(2πmT )
and therefore the volume of interaction, written with taking into account of (4.5), can be expressed as
where τ T = /T . It shows that the electron exchange interactions at the distances R > 10 −8 cm are possible only at T < T max˜1 0 4 K.
As was mentioned, it is assumed that substances would be in a condensed state if and only if the free path length of internal photons is not bigger then the correlation radius:
ℓ ≤ R c . This inequality can be rewritten as 12) which for the substances density N = 10 21 ÷10 24 particles/cm 3 leads to the bound energy of order 0.04 ÷ 2.6 eV or to the latent heats Λ = N A ω max˜3 .7 ÷ 230 kJ/mole.
These estimations seem rough ones, but non-contradictory.
It should be noted that in cases of narrow cooperation the indices of correlations could accept, in accordance with (3.4), another values. This problem must be investigated separately.
EXPANSION OF TERMODYNAMIC POTENTIAL
Let's consider the expansion of thermodynamic potential per unit volume in terms of the order parameter η (e.g. [14] ) for homogeneous system as
and for nonhomogeneous system as
We shall begin with homogeneous systems. As the entropy close to transition point is proportional to the temperature "distance" till critical point, ∆S˜ǫ, then
the dependence of energy of system on the density of interacting particles seems natural and can be taken as the determinative one.
Minimization of (5.1) relative η 2 at h = 0 shows that η condition of equilibrium ∂Ω/∂η = 0 leads to the equation: Aη + 2Bη 3 = h, which allows to determine the generalized susceptibility:
The conformity with (4.9) and (5.2) for the series coefficients and order parameter require such representations: 5) and therefore A(P, T c ) = 0.
With these coefficients
and as from the dimension consideration ηh˜ǫ 2 , it can be stated that
Remind that in the Ginzburg-Landau theory [19] were initially proposed the simplest representations: A(P, T ) = a(P ) ǫ, B(P, T )˜B(P, T c ). But experimental data require, in accordance at least with the superconductivity results, their representation just in the forms leading to (5.1") [31] .
The deduced indices are enough for the theory, others can be calculated via the known interrelations. But their direct estimation may be of some interest.
So, for the specific heat jumps from (5.2) follows that
but the estimation (5.7) relates to the limiting, at ω → 0, value of the scattering amplitude. Therefore α(ω) can be slightly distinct from zero at ω = 0.
For the coefficient of surface tension, for example, from (5.2) follows the estimation
the coefficient of thermal expansion can be written as
and so on. (the Ginzburg-Landau theory leads to the linear dependence on ǫ).
In the space nonhomogeneous system for this aim the expression (5.1') with the order parameter η(t, r) must be considered. Transition to the partial Fourier transform η(t, k)
with taking into account the space derivatives in (5.1') leads to the generalization of (5. Even for strictly two-dimensional systems amplitudes of e-γ interactions would leave unchanged. But the optical theorem instead of (3.5) is of such form [32] :
Together with (2.10) it leads to the "volume" (more correctly: the "area") of interaction:
and the differences with 3-D case (3.6) are evident. Thus, if V
γ ) 2 , the radius of interaction for such system R 
CONCLUSIONS
Such features of conducted researches would be emphasized.
1. The role of temporal functions in structure of basic thermodynamic expressions is revealed and therefore the importance of temporal parameters examination for problems of statistical mechanics is demonstrated.
2. The specific importance of investigation of particles/states transition into the dressed state is elucidated.
3. The possibility of redirection of investigations of critical phenomena onto properties of internal fields, i.e. the ways for transition from phenomenology into field theory must be underlined.
4. The postulated condition of phase transition allows to examine the simplest model of coexistence of some phases as corresponding levels, separated by latent energy per particle, and the transitions between them as a peculiar QED phenomenon. It conforms to the first principles of microscopic theory, because ultimately reduces all considered processes to the photon-electron interactions.
5. The correct system of critical indices, which has been deduced by more formal procedures [1] [2] [3] , is derived on physically evident level. R is the universal gas constant.
This estimation is very close to the well-known empirical Trawton rule, established in 1884 for many substances (non-polar or weakly-polar): latent heat and temperature of boil-ing are connected, at normal pressure, by the relation Λ b /T b˜2 1 cal/mole K. This rule is often used for physicochemical estimations (cf. [34] , a number of its specifications are continuously advancing, e.g. [35] ). However, till now this rule is not substantiated theoretically, its sense and significance remain unknown. The estimation (A.2) can be indubitably concretized for different transitions.
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